
Insight Security Services

An advanced approach
When you design your security program, you begin with policy. Various policies address the 
cloud, the data centre, endpoints, mobile use, and the network. Point products are acquired to 
support each area. The result, however, is often an unintegrated patchwork without a holistic and 
encompassing strategy.

Insight has a robust security practice and the pulse on the IT security landscape. We have helped 
organisations secure their data and networks for more than 30 years. As a group of advisors, 
solution providers, and technical specialists, we maintain certification and immersion in the latest 
security technologies and best practices. Our Security Services consultants can help you consider 
the security implications of your business activities and adopt solutions aligned with your needs 
and objectives. We begin by assessing your current environment, challenges, and requirements.

Mitigate risk and protect your organisation
With the rapid growth in endpoints, data volumes, cloud, and the overall complexity 
of the data centre, security isn’t easy. Organisations have to evaluate the amount of 
protection they need based on their environment, budget, and the level of risk they can 
safely assume.

Simply wanting as much security as possible is understandable — but unrealistic.

Why Insight

1000+ EMEA  
based services teammates 
including consultants  
and engineers

168+  
security products  
and software offered 
through Insight

A certified &  
award-winning  
partner of major security 
solution vendors

Certified for  
ISO 27001

Vast reach 
with operations in  
11 countries serving  
clients across Europe
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For more information, please contact your Insight Account 

Manager. 055 538 2320 | nl.insight.com

Why Insight?  
Insight has a wealth of experience in successfully migrating clients from traditional infrastructures to modern software-defined, cloud-connected 

networks. Today, technology isn’t just supporting the business; it’s becoming the business. At Insight, we help you navigate complex challenges to 

develop new solutions and processes. We will help you manage today’s priorities and prepare for tomorrow’s needs.

Reduce cyber risks that  
leads to loss of customer  

confidence and market share

Drive real productivity  
with a secure cloud  

and mobile environment

Create a robust security 
strategy and avoid  

shadow IT

Business outcomes

Security  
Assessments

Security Plan 
and Design

Security Build  
and Implement

Security Operations 
Management

• Penetration Testing
• M365 Security Mini-Audit
• M365 Security Assessment
• ISO27001 Gap Analysis
• Cyber Essentials / Cyber

Essentials +
• Security Posture Assessment

•  Virtual CISO
• Business Continuity Discovery
• ISO27001 Gap Analysis
• Discover Sensitive Data
• Manage and Investigate Risk
• Securing Identities
• Threat Protection
• Hybrid Cloud Security

• Microsoft Sentinel Quickstart
• Cisco Duo
• Cisco Umbrella Cloud Security

• Managed End-user Security
Awareness

• Insight Security Configuration
Maintenance Service

• Microsoft Sentinel managed
service

Solutions portfolio

Meaningful solutions driving business outcomes

We help our clients modernise and secure critical platforms to transform IT. We believe data is a key driver, hybrid 
models are accelerators, and secure networks need to be well integrated. Our end-to-end services empower companies 
to effectively leverage technology solutions to overcome challenges, support growth and innovation, reduce risk, and 
transform the business.

Common challenges  
• Multiple security solutions that don’t integrate and drain IT

resources.
• Unclear or incomplete data strategies that don’t address data

privacy regulations.
• Staff or knowledge gaps that result in security vulnerabilities.
• Wanting to adopt new technologies, platforms, or data-intensive

models while taking the proper security measures.
• Preparing for or recovering from a security event.
• Securing buy-in from leadership to invest in more security

infrastructure.

Our premise
• Technology alone will not fix problems; poorly implemented

technology makes things worse.
• A comprehensive governance model with a clear vision can go

toward better security.
• Security and the IT organisation can be business enablers.
• Data is valuable — it is also a risk. Make

data decisions wisely.


